




Good attempt. Conclusion can be improved

4/10



following organizational principles

following code of conduct at workplace

Problems due to inadequate work ethics could be more commonplace like moonlighting, underutilization of work timings, engaging in office politics, etc



sustainability. Eg - Plastics Pact

employees are able to focus on their respective KPIs, without any hidden agendas

3.5/10



Misfeasance is unintentional, unlike tax avoidance. Eg could be filing incorrect GST returns because of technical limitations

Example should help differentiate between the two. Eg - obeying elders is part of code of ethics, but not of code of conduct, and similarly, a uniformed guard will have to stand in uniform in the heat as per code of conduct, but it is not really ethical to make this ask.



4/10





4.5/10

Good answer



Think of this like Impossible Trilemma where achieving any two would inadvertently lead to not achieving the 3rd. 

1) Achieving economic efficiency and individual liberty would lead to concentration of wealth and against the principles of Article 39 of the Constitution



3.5/10



Do NOT use quotes to explain other quotes

Answer should have ideally started from this para

4. Dishonesty and guile
5. Crime



4. Driven by love. Eg - Taking care of child
5. Social morality. Eg - Man trying to provide for his family

3/10



This para just repeats the quote. Also, it concludes without discussion. Redundant para



Give more examples.

Covid lockdown required expedient action

3.5/10





Eg - objective civil servant implementing welfare scheme is confused if old beneficiary comes without proper documents

Gandhi's talisman

4/10



Write this part in the beginning



GHGN is a utilitarian concept. Ideally information ethics should be based on welfare of all, equity

Digital Personal Data Protection Bill, 2023 should be mentioned

3.5/10



5. easier to disobey laws than follow all intricacies

6. Seemingly better to ask forgiveness than permission



Sevottam Model

Code of Conduct

Citizen's Charter

4.5/10



Mention connecting para or diagrammatic representation of why these two are most important virtues for civil servants



3) Financial viability
4) Long sightedness

Durga Shakti Nagpal

4/10





No Conflict of interest

5. Compassionate Capitalism

4.5/10



Reduce size of intro

Repeating question

civic republicanism



pendency

structural issues, eg - vacancy 
in Information Commissions

Ideally, the answer should end on a positive and encouraging note with what should you do as a bureaucrat, i.e., Way Forward
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Registrar

Ethical dilemmas is the main ask. Write more dilemmas

4. Constitutional morality vs social morality
5. Conscience vs objectivity
6. Conflict of interest







Step 1 should be suspend license of the trust based on preliminary investigation.

Conclusion can be improved.

Mention any act or committee for fiscal management of trusts. e.g. FIU-IND
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5. Right to livelihood vs right to health
6. Welfare approach vs GHGN



Sounds very wrong if you call the problem of slum dwellers 'minor'



Avoid



Affordable housing initiatives under SWAMIH fund

4. Work on social integration of slum dwellers with the rest of society
5. Human capital development of slum dwellers to halt crime

Mention tangible items in conclusion. Eg - Smart Cities Mission, Dharavi Redevelopment Project as a best practice, PM Kaushal Yojana, etc 

9/20





Is insubordination the right word? Are bureaucrats subordinate to ministers?



How is APAR Score impacted by questioning minister? Try to remain less realistic in ethics and more idealistic



5. Set up task force to tackle the issue of bootlegging
6. Maintain possible transparency in measures taken including treatment of hospitalized cases

Temporary executive and permanent executive must work hand-in-hand for holistic development



Conclusion is missing. Reasons for advice is redundant and largely included in the advice given.

8.5/20





Just mentioning two dilemmas isn't good enough when you are mentioning dilemmas. Try mentioning at least 4-5 dilemmas

3. Duty vs compassion
4. Quick action in the golden hour
5. Procedure established by law vs essence of law





What opportunities can be found here? How is SWOT relevant here?



Ensuring proper medical treatment of the patient can be included in action, which shows going above and beyond for public welfare
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Public welfare vs fear of institutional reprimanding

Short-term gains vs long-term safety



Against Civil Services Rules to leak confidential information





Conclusion is missing

10/20











As a journalist, your work is not limited to aligning with different agencies. Mention a few aspects of how you would ensure that development does not turn into exploitation?
Eg - conduct detailed analysis with probabilities assigned to different scenarios, recurringly highlight similar exploitation cases through the local newspaper

7.5/20




